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What Comes Around Goes Around

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/what-comes-around-goes-around/

I met my husband volunteering. I had just graduated with a Master’s in Psychology, but the degree was in
social research, not clinical or counseling, and I wanted to help people one-on-one and not just watch it
all from an office in a university somewhere. So, I volunteered to be a lay-counselor at the Greater
Victoria Citizens’ Counseling Centre. I had to interview and when I was accepted, they gave me a
10-month course in how to be a counselor, and afterwards I gave their clients 500 hours of counseling in
return. It was during that 10-month course that I met David, who was volunteering too. The rest was
history.

I moved in with him in Colwood, but David worked in Esquimalt. His commute through the Colwood
Crawl was ridiculous, so several nights a week he would stop in at the Canadian Forces Sailing
Association, where we keep our Cal 2-29, in order to wait out the traffic jam. He started coming home
later and later than even the Crawl would have made him, but he came home happy and relaxed. He
ended up volunteering as the Rear Commodore, and then the Commodore. He loved spending time there,
but the time he spent there was time taken from us. I decided that I would do some volunteer work there
too, so I could see more of him. It worked! I was the Foreshore Chairwoman for a year. Not only did I get
to see more of David, I made a ton of friends and got to do some really fun and fulfilling work around the
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club and docks. This work eventually led to a job as Dockmaster for all of the Greater Victoria Harbour
Authority’s Inner Harbour docks (seven of them!). It was a fantastic job and I loved it, but the military
had other plans for us, and we were posted to Vancouver.

In Vancouver we knew not a soul. So—you guessed it—we found some volunteering to do. We joined the
Vancouver Rowing Club and volunteered to do committee boat and a few other things. Sure enough, we
made a bunch of friends and had a great time. Boom – we got posted back to Victoria again.

With blue water cruising aspirations, we went to a few BCA club nights to hear inspiring speakers. We
were so impressed with the organization that we decided to join and take some courses. It was at one of
these courses that I met Lionel. Having a bit of an educational background, I asked him if he needed any
help. He kind of grinned and his eyes lit up, “Oh yes, I could put you to work,” he said. “I’m in!” I
replied.

A year later, I’m now the Vancouver Island Education Watchkeeper and David is leaving his post as VI
Vice Commodore and becoming BCA Commodore. Really, we don’t even have our blue water boat yet!
That said, I’ve taken a ton of courses, we’re in Fleet and Weather this year and we’re learning as fast as
we can. When we do get our boat, we’ll be ready!

It was by volunteering that I was so lucky to meet Brent and Barbara and was invited to join them on the
Victoria to San Francisco leg of their journey to Mexico on their Nordic 44. Eight days of offshore
sailing! It was a-maze-ing! Life affirming. We all got along like a house on fire and had a magnificent
time. I never would have had that experience if I hadn’t volunteered.

Although I never really volunteer with the idea of “what’s in it for me?” I still end up getting more out of
it than I put in. It’s a blast to work with other like-minded people and to be a part of something bigger
than myself.

I guess all this is to say, why not? Go for it! Get involved and volunteer for the many opportunities that
are available in the BCA right now. Who knows, you’ll probably make some friends, you might get some
offshore sailing out of the deal, or maybe even a spouse!

Cover image: author: unclelkt (pixabay.com)

About The Author

Trina Holt

Shea - Cal 2-29

Trina Holt bought her Cal 2-29 in 2004 and has dreamed of sailing around the world ever since. After
living aboard for 7 years, she swallowed the anchor for the love of a good Navy man, David Mitchell.
Having infected him with her crazy ideas, they are now dreamers in the BCA, making plans for a life with
a lot more blue, a lot more wet, and a lot more salt.
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Currents Cover Photo Contest: 2020 Winners

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/currents-cover-photo-contest-2020-winners/

Once again, the highly anticipated results of the Currents Cover Photo Contest are in! Over the last two
weeks of November and the first week of December we received 130 amazing photo submissions to vie
for the chance to grace the covers of  Currents during 2020. This is the most submissions we have had
since we started this contest 4 years ago, so thank you all for your keen participation and enthusiasm.

After much thoughtful deliberation by the BCA Communications team, the winning photos were selected
and are posted in this photo album for all to enjoy.

We would like to thank everyone who submitted photos for the contest. There were some awesome
submissions, and really, they were all winners in our eyes! Having said that, we had to choose 12 for the
PDF covers done for the next year of Currents. So, without further ado, the winners are (in no particular
order):

Barbara Lyall, Pegasus II
Brent Alley, Pegasus II
Cecily Grant, Cygnus X
John Schnellback, Beyond the Stars
Kit Griffin, Swan
Margaret Krause, Whistler
Max Shaw, Fluenta
Pam Simper, Roundabout II
Rodney Morris, Oh!
Shawn Wright, Callisto
Tony Roberts, Mayaluga
Trina Holt, Shea

Winners of the 2020 Currents Cover Photo Contest will receive a $10.00 Currents credit to be applied to
their membership dues.

I will sign off with a great big “thank you” to the Currents judging panel, who stepped up to the plate and
helped select the best photos based on the given criteria. It was no easy task! Thank you so much.
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Image attribution: CC BY –  by  Sean MacEntee

About The Author

Rosario Passos

Counting Stars - Whitby 42 Ketch

Rosario is a dreamer who wants to sail the South Pacific.... so far she sails the local waters of the Salish
Sea to get as much experience as possible.

_______________________________________________
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Baja Ha Ha

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/baja-ha-ha/

For those of you heading down the west coast and who like group activities, I would really recommend
you register for the Baja Ha Ha Rally. This annual Rally departs San Diego for Cabo San Lucas in early
November, arriving mid month. There is plenty of information on their website, but the best part is the
assistance and guidance you get from the organizers. For our first time sailing into a foreign country,
there was so much to do and be aware of. Especially when hardly anyone speaks English. It is nothing
like the simple system for entering the US.

The Rally is administered by the Grand Poobah, Richard, editor and creator of Latitude 38 magazine. He
does this from the 63 foot catamaran, Profligate, which acts as committee boat, race headquarters, sail
loft for Ullman Sails and, as it turns out, makes a great platform for a dingy party and concert in a
secluded Mexican bay. Much of the day to day footwork and tracking of the 125 boats is performed by
the Assistant Poobah, Patsy on her Gulfstar 50, Talion. Richard makes it very clear that fun is the number
one priority and it is not a race.
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 Dinghy party and concert in a secluded Mexican bay.

There are plenty of activities, workshops and parties prior to departure, during the Rally and afterwards.
With swag, prizes and resources on hand to answer questions, this is a well oiled machine. The port of
San Diego is very supportive, offering special moorage, anchorage and a race day parade with a water-
spewing fire boat. Everyday there is a fleet sailnet and great support and help en route. Ullman Sails
offers free sail repairs on Profligate. This was surprisingly handy, as many boats blew their spinnakers or
gennakers in a squall on Leg 2. We suffered minor rope burns on our hands, trying to douse our gennaker.
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 Race day parade with fire boat.

There are three legs to the Rally: it stops in the secluded quiet fishing villages of Bahia Tortugas (Turtle
Bay) and Bahia Santa Maria, and ends in the busy, noisy, expensive tourist city of Cabo San Lucas. If you
anchor in Cabo San Lucas you have a very long and rough trip into the marina. Cabo San Lucas is a party
town: boats, bars and restaurants blare dance music long into the night. As much as this drastic change of
pace is, it is better than the anchorage.
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 Arriving in Cabo San Lucas

You should register for the Rally early, the day they open it in early May, because your registration
position dictates the order they assign the limited slips they have. When at the marina, which is the heart
of this city, you will be constantly pestered by street vendors. I tend to engage with them and as it turns
out that paid off. We were offered some shady deals through time share sales agents that netted us two
buffet breakfasts, an awesome lunch, two small bottles of tequila, a Mexican blanket and US$250 in cash.
Although we made it through that without buying anything, I am not sure I could sit through that kind of
pressure again.

The Rally has a special “deal” with Mexican officials and you can wait to clear immigration and customs
in Cabo San Lucas. You will need to get your TIP (Temporary Import Permit) beforehand in Tijuana or at
a consulate in California. We rented a car from San Diego and drove to the border in Otay Mesa,
California and walked across. We managed to find the Banjercito (Mexican military bank) and stumbled
through the process. Once in Cabo San Lucas, we did our own footwork. The Port Immigration agent,
Jesus, was great. He spent more time trying to tell us about his goddaughter buying something for him on
sale at Walmart then he did processing our visitor visas. The Port Captain, on the other hand, was very
serious but quite friendly. The Baja Ha Ha guidebook is extremely useful and explains the need to bring
all of your paperwork, dress well and be super polite and patient. They also arrange an English speaking
agent whom you may choose to pay US$70 to complete everything for you.
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 Beautiful anchorages.

The fun continues after the Rally, with events in Cabo San Lucas and even a week later in La Paz. We
were awarded second place in our division. I had to protest the award, since I motored almost all the time.
I was told that their point system doesn’t lie and to “remember that you can even win first, if nobody else
submits their time sheet!”

About The Author

Greg Yellenik 

Galene - 1982 Cooper Seabird 37 Pilothouse

Greg caught the bug for sailing at age 16 when he left home in Montreal to live with his aunt and uncle in
Vancouver for a summer. He spent the next ten years taking opportunities further West until finally
ending up back in Vancouver. Greg owned his own Windward 30 sloop for 11 years prior to landing
Galene, a 37’ Cooper Seabird Pilothouse where he and his partner of 26 years Laurie live aboard full
time. Presently in Mexico after completing the 2019 Baja Ha Ha and placing second in their division with
plans to slow way down and smell the roses, or whatever flowers they see.
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What Makes a Cruiser

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/what-makes-a-cruiser/

On the 15th of May, in the jungle of Nool, in the heat of the day, in the cool of the pool. He was splashing,
enjoying the jungles great joys, when Horton the elephant heard  a small noise. 

Dr. Suess

Some years ago, Laurie saw an ad for the Bluewater Cruising Association’s Ocean Cruising Adventures
speakers series in Pacific Yachting magazine, which was a Christmas gift from my aunt and uncle. We
learned that we could hear more of the same by joining the BCA. So we did.

Our lives were changing; friends suffered set backs; some passed, jobs came and went, so three years ago
we made a plan to get married, buy a bigger boat, sell our home of 22 years, get rid of all of our
possessions, retire early and become “cruisers”.  We chose a departure of May 15, 2019. Horton Day.

We hunted and searched until we found a fabulous boat in Seattle. A BC built 1982 Cooper Seabird 37
Pilothouse – Galene. More than our budget and requiring quite a lot of work, but we loved her at first
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sight. We made a plan to leave our jobs in May, head for Gwaii Haanas late June, then off to Glacier Bay,
Alaska to make iced tea with burgy bits in July, then Victoria to San Francisco in September, to be
followed by the Baja Ha Ha in November and finally Christmas in La Paz Mexico.

 This is Galene!

Fast forward to the December 20, 2018 storm. With just four months before departure, we are notified
that the 100 km/hr wind had dismasted Galene in the marina. Could we stick to our original plan?  We
had already accepted an offer on our house.

At this point, my many years as a successful project manager became useful. Within those four months
we sold or gave away everything that we would not be taking on the boat. Repairs to Galene in Steveston
dry dock were slow due to winter weather. I completed some re-decking work  in the snow with the use of
a cardboard box and electric fan. The insurance adjuster and rigging contractor worked diligently to help
keep to our tight schedule. In the end, timing was tight. Galene went into the water on a Thursday. The
mast stepped on the following Friday. We moved her from the yard to Shelter Island on the Saturday. We
moved out of our house and onto her on the Sunday, then to work Monday like nothing happened.
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 Putting the mast back on Galene.

As planned, on May 15th in the late afternoon, we pulled away from Shelter Island with many a friend to
see us off. Right on time. Not everything ready. Not even fully unpacked. Nowhere near prepared.  There
were lots of items not yet installed including AIS, radar, watermaker, shower, lash down hardware and
our Bimini was going to be a plastic tarp. But we were confident that we could do it. Confident in us and 
Galene.

A week later while in Nanaimo, I realized I can’t plan my trip North because I am missing an entire
section of charts. From Quadra Island to Cape Caution. I questioned my sanity to be moving forward
without even knowing how to get there. We had yet to even try out the satellite phone, modem and
wireless printer. How does all that work?  Next day, while bashing up the Strait into 15 knots of wind
between Newcastle Island and Rebecca Spit, I realized that this is now what we “do“. Just this, nothing
else. We are no longer defined by our paycheque or rushed by our jobs. We chose to challenge ourselves
that night. Keep going all the way to Rebecca Spit, even though we would arrive in a gale and in the dark.
Midnight it turns out. We did it easily and felt proud of this seemingly small accomplishment. A couple
of days later, while anchored in Waiatt Bay in a secluded dead calm cove with not a single boat in sight, I
took my first calm breathe. It was so quiet I only heard my blood pumping though my ears. Overcome by
the quiet beauty, here is where I realized that Glacier Bay is too far, too fast to be an enjoyable trip.
Laurie really wants to spend August with our many friends in Desolation Sound. That sounds more like
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what we are about. So we amended the original plan with one just as satisfying. We will still see Gwaii
Haanas, but we’ll only see Alaska if we can.

 We did make it to Alaska!

Now I edit this on my phone at anchor in front of the Sausalito Yacht Club. What a crazy great adventure
this has been so far. We did make that iced tea.  We learned so much by trial.  I can say that we are not
conquerors, not really explorers, maybe marginal adventurers. What we are is CRUISERS.

About The Author

Greg Yellenik 

Galene - 1982 Cooper Seabird 37 Pilothouse

Greg caught the bug for sailing at age 16 when he left home in Montreal to live with his aunt and uncle in
Vancouver for a summer. He spent the next ten years taking opportunities further West until finally
ending up back in Vancouver. Greg owned his own Windward 30 sloop for 11 years prior to landing
Galene, a 37’ Cooper Seabird Pilothouse where he and his partner of 26 years Laurie live aboard full
time. Presently in Mexico after completing the 2019 Baja Ha Ha and placing second in their division with
plans to slow way down and smell the roses, or whatever flowers they see.
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Drama on the Columbia River Bar

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/drama-on-the-columbia-river-bar/

Any mariner who plies the coastal waters of the Pacific Northwest knows how wild that coast can often
be. Chances are they also know the entrance to the Columbia River and the Bar that protects it from any
dubious vessel that dares to challenge its uncompromising wrath at the wrong time.

The Columbia River Bar is not some sleazy joint on a river side street like you might find along the banks
of the River Thames, or those along the canal side streets of Antwerp or the watering holes on the side of
the Danube, no! The Bar on the Columbia River is more serious stuff than that, especially to the old
timers of Astoria, Oregon, the gateway city at the river’s mouth. To them the Bar is part of their heritage,
their history, the evolving of their city, and they hold it in great esteem with a great deal of pride; for it
was ‘The Bar’ that gave them employment as rescuers, salvagers and pilots to guide ships across it as
they navigate the long Columbia river.

By now you might be wondering what the heck the Bar is?

Well first of all, the intent of this brief narrative is to tell you about Anestina crossing the Bar, including a
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little drama on the way. Not to try to explain why the Columbia River Bar does what it does, because I’m
no expert on its bizarre behavior, but I will, in layman’s terms, try to give you a brief idea of what makes
it such a dangerous waterway.

All big rivers around the world eventually run into the ocean, but unlike the Columbia, they fan out into
wide, shallow estuaries that form over a long period of time, by the deposition of silt and sand carried
down by the flow of the river. In relative terms the Columbia has a huge volume of water flowing down
to the ocean through the convergence of its upstream tributaries, some being major rivers in their own
right, but at its mouth where it meets the ocean, the immense volume of water funnels into a
comparatively small outlet and the silt and sand contained in the flow, deposits at its mouth to form a
constantly changing sandbar: the ‘Columbia River Bar’.

 Topography of the Columbia River Bar showing some of the 2000 ships that have come to grief there,
since 1792.

Some rivers, like the Amazon, have huge estuaries hundreds of miles wide; as does the Fraser River in
British Columbia; the Nile, and the Zambezi just to name a few big rivers on different continents.

All rivers are affected by ocean tides to varying degrees depending on their location on Earth. Because of
the restricted outlet of the Columbia River, the tide has a more profound effect on its flow, making it an
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extremely dangerous waterway to navigate. This is because of wave effects due to converging flows,
wind, weather, and the constantly shifting sand bar. There are a lot more complexities involved that cause
its erratic behavior, including the asymmetrical relationship between the earth and the moon, coupled
with apogee and perigee tides and the geographic position of the Columbia River mouth relative to the
“tide creating moon”.

At times throughout the year, when the river flow crashes into the open Pacific Ocean at its mouth, it
tends to come to a dead stop. All the silt and sand in the water collapse at the mouth to form the famous
Bar, a bit like a big black charging bull hitting a solid brick wall and collapsing at its foundation.

The Columbia River is a commercial waterway for ocean-going ships for about 100 miles and smaller
ships navigate up the river for twice that distance. In the early days, many ships came to grief on the Bar
or near it because of few navigational aids, tidal effects, weather and bad judgement. Since becoming a
significant commercial waterway in the 1790’s, more than 2,000 ships have foundered at the mouth of
the Columbia River. It was dubbed the ‘Graveyard of the Pacific’ and a mural in the Astoria Maritime
Museum is a testament to that.

Like any navigable inland waterway, most large commercial ports employ professional pilots to navigate
large ships into their port facilities. Astoria, the gateway city, is the base for the Columbia River Pilots.
There are two classes of pilots: the Bar Pilots and River Pilots, but the former are the distinguished elite;
they’re the ones that bring the big commercial ships across the constantly changing sand bar.

I don’t know if large ocean-going vessels have to time their passage across the Bar the way smaller
vessels do, because big commercial freighters have the power to plough through the rip that can reach a
high magnitude of wave height with a very short period between wave peaks. This is scary stuff in a small
boat, I’ll tell you, and if Anestina got into it, it would bury her! Therefore, timing is critical to ensure that
small boats are able to cross the Bar safely.

I don’t know what determines the opening and closing of the Bar, but I do know the US Coast Guard
closely monitors its condition and opens or closes it accordingly, including to commercial traffic. For
small boats, what can be extremely dangerous is an opposing wind to the direction of tidal flow, even in
high or low slack water, which is generally the best time to navigate the Bar.

We went into Astoria for two reasons:

1. To go down the channel entrance at high slack when the current can still be running at a high rate
of knots. If you add the speed of Anestina under power… wow what a ride! We went screaming
down the channel and across the Bar.

2. To check in through US Immigration and Customs.

Although it was an awesome joy ride down the river, it wasn’t without some drama at the channel
entrance. Anestina has two fuel tanks. The main tank built into the keel; the second, a small capacity day
tank, filled from the main by an electric pump, manually operated by a push button switch. With all the
anxiety of crossing the Bar at the right time, I overlooked the fullness of the second tank. We were just at
the entrance to the main channel heading across the Bar, not 100 meters into it, and although we were yet
several miles away from the critical point, our speed was beginning to increase and I knew there was no
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turning back. We were committed to the flood and in for the ride and it wasn’t going to get any slower.

 One of the red markers approaching the bar.

All of a sudden, the engine died! Oh, what a time to croak, I thought, after all the care and attention I give
that little three cylinder sucker. It lets me down at the worst possible place, right at the channel  entrance
to the Columbia River. Now what ? In the panic of the moment, which seemed a lifetime, but it was only
a few seconds, I realized what had happened. It had simply run out of fuel. I scrambled through the wet
locker close to where the day tank is installed and checked the level gauge. Not a single sign of fuel in the
tank. It was empty! The engine had taken the last little drop and stopped.

There was one solution to the problem and no procrastination: bleed the fuel system and pronto. All it
took was a 14mm spanner and a screw driver. However, there was one problem: I needed another pair of
hands because I can’t fit my foot down the side of the engine to stroke the manual pump with my big toe
to get the fuel flowing. I’ll have to wake up Simon, my crew and First Mate, who had not long been off
watch and sleeps like a log. I didn’t want to do that, to wake up a log, but had no choice.

I kept on stroking the manual pump while I cracked the bleed screw at the injector pump until we got a
bubble-less flow of fuel. Done! Next I tackled the injectors starting at # 1 cylinder: I cracked each one at
the overflows until a clear flow of fuel. Done! Then, the moment of reckoning; the engine turned over but
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for a lot longer than it normally does before firing and then suddenly, Bingo! it starts, splutters and burps
and finally begins to run, hesitating a little as all that last aerated fuel is squeezed of its air. After all that,
it starts to purr. We’re back in the game. Phew, what a relief! And before I bring the engine up to its
cruising RPM we are already screaming down the channel.

 The benign looking bar at high slack that might have violent waves in the next few minutes.

Fortunately, because of boat speed due to current, in spite of those 15 powerless minutes, we still had
steerage and Silas, the Bar pilot, was able to keep us on a straight course down the channel with just a few
single degree corrections along the way. It was tempting fate for sure!

Customs and Immigration in Astoria was hassle free. I called them up on VHF after crossing the Bar and
answered a few basic questions including passport numbers and boat registration. George, the Customs
Officer, met us at the fuel dock coming in, gave us a welcoming greeting and then said we were good to
go. All cruisers coming into the US need a Cruising Permit. When I requested this, George simply gave
me an entry confirmation number on a torn off piece of paper (very informal and a breath of fresh air) and
told me I would have to call the office the following day to make an appointment. The cruising permit
involved a few questions and was issued as a formal document not long after, with a validity of 12
months. The issuing officer advised me to call Customs and Immigration at each major port, as a gesture
of courtesy.
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Rested up, fueled and watered and ready to rock and roll, we departed Astoria after three days, half an
hour later than we had planned, on an ebbing tide. All went well down the northerly river stream towards
the Bar and we enjoyed the ride to the green channel marker, marking the turning point into the final
channel and across the Bar.

Right on the Bar were two large dredgers that are used in maintaining a constant depth. Each dredger was
running diagonally across the north and south side of the channel and we initially set a course to run
between the two. However, these two vessels were moving much faster than they appeared and we
subsequently decided to go around them. While our attention was focused on the dredgers, we were
rapidly approaching the green marker and before I knew it, we were almost on top of it and had I not
disengaged Silas (the autopilot) and swung the wheel we could have been history. The rate of current
flow around that buoy was frightening.

As we continued down the channel, the outgoing ebb got worse, the wave rip intensified and became
quite violent and Anestina constantly buried her nose. Fortunately this was just a mild sample of how bad
an ill-timed crossing can be over the Columbia River Bar.

Now, we discovered there is after all another bar in Astoria that would, by any stretch of the imagination,
rival those of the sleazy European variety that I mentioned at the beginning of this little narrative. The
Portway Pub, not five minutes walk from our slip at the government dock has been in the same location
for nearly 100 years, since 1923. Its most famous owner, or Publican, was the son of its founder. Portway
Paul, they called him, a professional boxer who is well remembered in the community for running long
beer tabs for all of his clients. When any one of them was paid off, he bought drinks for the house. The
legacy he left after he passed on several years ago is still upheld today. The Portway Pup is an active
noisy joint where the beer is good and the tattooed clad characters to watch are even better, especially on
Karaoke night. Worth a visit if you’re passing through Astoria on your way south, but check and double-
check your timing across the Columbia River Bar.

About The Author

Mike Duff

Anestina - 

Mike sailed Anestina north to the Central Coast in the Summer of 2019 and headed down to California in
the Fall. He arrived in San Francisco in September. He plans to continue sailing South, along the coast,
eventually making it to Mexico. 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: December 2019

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-december-2019/

Through BCA, we are privileged to have access to a group of very knowledgeable and experienced
individuals and on Wednesday night, December 4, our Vancouver Island Fleet group had the opportunity
to meet two of these people.

The first was Tony Gooch leading a discussion regarding Heavy weather Sailing and the preparations we
should be making to face it. This is a perennial favourite here on the Island. Tony was followed by Tony
Roberts’ discussion of hull, keel, and rudder shapes and how they influence offshore sailing and comfort
to help inform sailors in the group still in pursuit of their “perfect boat”.

As a prelude to these excellent discussions one of our fleet members, Falk Herwig, presented information
regarding his Code 0 sail and the fix to strengthen the mast head attachment for its halyard, as well as his
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very versatile inflatable kayak.

The 15 members in attendance from 11 vessels enjoyed the night and came away wiser for the
experiences.

About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.
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Preparing your Sails for a Long Journey

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/preparing-your-sails-for-a-long-journey/

There is a lot to consider when planning a long trip, be it an offshore or extended local cruising
excursion.  In this informal evening, the presenter will outline what you need to do to prepare your sails
for a long journey. This course is being offered by Evolution Sails in a three hour interactive session.

Discussions will include preparing your sails for durability and typical sail inventory as well as ‘on the
water’ sail repair techniques.  Nicole will address questions about inspection of each sail and what
sailmakers look for to reinforce sails for offshore wear and tear and will use actual sails as examples
when appropriate.  She will cover a variety of materials such as offshore quality dacrons,  spinnaker
nylons and canvas.  Vinyl windows will be passed around and discussed.  The typical questions on heavy
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weather jibs, light air ‘code 0’ sails or how many reefs should there be in the mainsail  will be covered. 
The evening will also touch on storm sails and how they are set up.

Time and interest permitting, Nicole will go through a basic sail repair kit including typical additional
items required.  This presentation will cater to the needs and interests of the class and questions will be
welcome throughout.  You are encouraged to bring your own sails for discussion points if time permits.

_______________________________________________
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Hand and Sewing Machine Sail Repair

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/hand-and-sewing-machine-sail-repair/

Gain hands-on training and knowledge of sail repair. Learn how to identify wear and problem areas,
how to mend using both sewing machine as well as hand sewing.  Learn offshore techniques for mending
and problem management.

This course will also cover equipment requirements, proper fit and use of the palm, hand stitching
techniques, including stitching on webbing and ropes. For offshore preparation, Nicole will cover  how to
do sail repair where a machine is not available, emergency repairs and longer-term fixes.

Space is limited to ensure participants can practice and get one-on-one attention.

Bring Your Own Sail

Bring your own sail to gain insights into identification of issues and repair. Nicole will choose examples
and provide guidance to the class for repair strategies and techniques; and she will provide insights and
feedback into your specific sail repair questions and issues. 

Note: due to time and space limitations, it is possible that not all sails will be addressed.

About the Instructor

Learn from the best in the Industry:  Nicole caught the sailing bug in 1968 and hasn’t left the ocean
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since.  She started working in the sail-making industry in 1974 for Thunderbird Sails.  Over a 30 year
career of building sails, she has worked for 5 sail-makers, including 10 years each with international
companies.  One ‘claim to fame’ is building a Star Class set that won the World Championships!  She has
built sails in size ranging from the 89’ Schooners’ Marble Head Class, to radio controlled boats.  An avid
racer, Nicole has logged over 20,000 hrs on the race course.  

_______________________________________________
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Psychology of Voyaging

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/psychology-of-voyaging-3/

As we prepare for offshore cruising, our focus is so often on the boat and its equipment, that we tend to
forget that the most important piece of equipment aboard is the crew. This course puts people back into
the centre of the voyage.

Be clear about why you (and your partner) dream about bluewater cruising. Learn to communicate well
with others aboard. Understand your and your partner’s learning styles. Get a grip on your fears and
anxieties. Bust some myths about safety. Gain skills that will help in your decision-making processes.

The Psychology of Voyaging is a two-day course is for individuals or partners who want to approach
offshore cruising with their eyes wide open, minds clear, and hearts full. Join Rick Ellis for a weekend of
building trust and confidence in the most important aspect of sailing: the humans. Read more about the
course in this Currents article.

_______________________________________________
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Abandon Ship! How to Stay Alive in Your Life Raft

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/abandon-ship-how-to-stay-alive-in-your-life-raft/

Be prepared for the worst.

If your boat went down today, would you be ready and know what to do?
Do you know what to put into a ditch bag?
Do you know what provisions are in your raft and what to supplement them with?
Did you think about packing your reading glasses? Your meds?
Do you know when and how to launch your life raft?
Have you ever gone swimming in your foul-weather gear and boots?
Do you know how to get into your life raft?
Do you know what the fundamental rule of survival is?

If you plan on going offshore and have answered “no” to any of these questions, then the Abandon Ship!
How to Stay Alive in Your Life Raft course is for you. This is similar to the courses that are mandatory
for all offshore racers in the Vic-Maui and Transpac races. Every offshore sailor needs this information.
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Get a couple hours of classroom instruction from the highly knowledgeable Captain Jim Steele, followed
by a couple hours in the pool practicing how to launch and board a life raft in your foulies. This fun easy-
read article about the course will make you want to register!

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Club Night - Sailing Other People’s Boats

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-club-night-sailing-other-peoples-boats/

Anders Lonnqvist is a lifelong sailor who has amassed over 72,000 nautical miles international yachting. 
Since 2005, Anders and his partner, Elizabeth Angst, have delivered yachts around the world, gaining
experience and fulfilling their dreams.  Come on out to find out how they’ve done this, hear the fantastic
stories, and share the lessons learned from Sailing other People’s Boats.

_______________________________________________
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Calgary Club Night - Down the Rivers of the Great Loop

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/calgary-club-night-down-the-rivers-of-the-great-loop/

Interested in doing a solo global circumnavigation but your partner wants to sit on the aft deck reading a
book and sipping wine? The Great Loop is a great compromise! Rowland and Alexandra Harrison,
Calgary’s first presenters of 2020, will tell us about a unique way of journeying on your own boat
through virtually all of the states of the eastern US, the Great Lakes and the heartland of the US. Why is it
worth doing? Because it’s there and because its a unique way of journeying through the eastern US
states.
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The Great Loop is a circumnavigation of eastern North America, up the east coast, through the Great
Lakes, through Chicago, down several rivers and then across the Gulf of Mexico to Florida.  It has
become hugely popular in the last decade or so, particularly among baby boomer retirees; at any time,
there are probably 200 boats underway.

Rowland and Alexandra completed the Loop (“crossed their wake”) in Florida in November 2017.  About
three years ago, they did a presentation for the Calgary Chapter on the first half of their Loop (Florida up
the east coast, through Canada to Lake Michigan). This second presentation will cover the completion of
the Loop in 2016-17. In total, they covered approximately 6500 miles over five years in TOSCA II, their
1990 Tollycraft 44.

_______________________________________________
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